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Executive Summary

energywise is an innovation research project testing how households can benefit from a
smart meter, In Home Display (IHD), energy efficiency products and time of use tariff to
manage, save and shift electricity. The project has successfully installed 230 credit smart
meters and 93 prepayment smart meters in the homes of 323 social housing tenants living
in the deprived borough of Tower Hamlets in East London. In targeting this group, the project
has generated valuable learnings on how to engage and support energy consumers identified
by previous research as vulnerable to realising benefits from their smart meter and IHD.
Specifically: low income households, social housing tenants, prepayment meter consumers
and those who do not speak English proficiently.
These learnings have relevance to the national smart meter roll-out taking place in Great
Britain until the end of 2020. They will be of particular interest to suppliers, Smart Energy
GB, policymakers and consumer organisations. These stakeholders have responsibilities for
ensuring all energy consumers can benefit from the smart meter roll-out and consumers
with identified vulnerabilities are able to overcome engagement barriers in order to accept,
use and benefit from the smart meter and IHD.
Key learnings from the energywise project at the pre-installation, installation and postinstallation stages of a customer’s smart meter journey are presented below.

Pre-Installation
The smart meter offer
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Key finding

Key learning

Some target households were initially
put off by the energywise project invitation
letter because they thought it referred to
switching supplier.

Make it clear in the smart meter offer
the customer is not being asked to switch
energy supplier.

energywise customers appreciated clear,
short and simple messages and
communication materials that made use of
images over text, where possible.

Only include the essential information
a customer needs to know. Simple and
clear messages, making use of images
and diagrams over text where possible,
should focus on why a customer is being
contacted and how a smart meter will
directly benefit them.

Messaging about the potential benefit to
have greater control over energy use and,
as a result, the potential to reduce
a customer’s usage and therefore bill, was
well received.

Consider how to communicate the potential
for a smart meter to help customers manage
their energy usage to potentially achieve
energy and bill savings but do not
overpromise in this area.
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Involving third parties in roll-out
Key finding

Key learning

energywise partner The Bromley by Bow
Centre, a community centre based in Tower
Hamlets, employed a team of customer field
officers to sign households up to the project
(including saying ‘yes’ to a smart meter)
and provide ongoing support. Customer
response to the officers was overwhelmingly
positive and they were key in achieving the
project’s impressive sign up rate of 40%.

Partnering with local and communityfocussed organisations can help increase
customer trust and acceptance of the smart
meter offer. In turn, using or setting up a
locally-based customer field officer team to
carry out customer engagement on smart
energy offers and act as a trusted intermediary
works well.

Face-to-face engagement
Key finding

Key learning

Over 80% of customers who said yes to the
energywise project and smart meter offer
did so following a door knock by the project’s
customer field officer team.

Door knocking is an effective method
to explain smart meter benefits to customers
and engage them on an energy offer. It can
however be resource and time intensive.

Several members of the customer
field officer team come from the local
East London area, have relevant language
skills (e.g. Bengali) and are aware of locally
re l eva n t cu l t u res a n d cu sto m s.
This was beneficial for recruitment, for
example explaining smart meter benefits
to customers who do not speak English
proficiently and also avoiding contact
at certain times, such as resting time
during Ramadan.

A customer field officer team with an
understanding of local culture(s) and
possessing local language skills (which may
include working with translators) is effective
for engaging harder-to-reach communities
(e.g. where language barriers are present).
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Installation
Installation Journey
Key finding

Key learning

Customers receiving smart meter installations
from British Gas in general were very positive
about the experience and praised the high
level of customer service provided by the
installers. However a minority were unhappy
with their experience due to the perceived
‘hassle’ of the installation process which,
in some cases, was exacerbated by
challenging installations (such as meters
being inaccessible). British Gas also
experienced some customer access issues
at point of installation.

To enhance customer satisfaction and help
m i n i m i s e c u s to m e r- l e d re f u s a l s
and aborted jobs, the installation journey
should be made as simple as possible.
Streamlining should consider minimising
the number of interactions required
between a customer and supplier to book
an installation appointment and thereafter
coordinating and consolidating the delivery
of all equipment, information and advice
into one home visit. Written materials
about installation should focus on what
equipment will be installed, by whom and
when. Simple and clear messages can help
manage expectations.

Installations in social housing
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Key finding

Key learning

British Gas experienced some installation
issues (including aborted installs and
additional visits) due to some meters in
social housing flats being inaccessible
because they were locked away in rooms
or cupboards and required a landlord/
caretaker key to access.

In social housing properties, some meters
are in locked rooms or cupboards and require
the landlord/caretaker present to access.

The social housing partners and British Gas
worked together to resolve access issues by
sharing information on property addresses
and installation appointments requiring
landlord/caretaker cooperation ahead of
time. This was important to minimise
aborted installations and maintain the
supplier’s and the landlord’s good reputation
with the customer.

Steps which can help to overcome access
issues in social housing include sharing
information between the supplier and the
social housing provider about properties
requiring landlord cooperation to access
the meter as well as early engagement by
the supplier with the social housing
provider to agree ahead of time landlord/
caretaker presence at smart meter
installation appointments in order to secure
meter access.
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IHD demonstration
Key finding

Key learning

British Gas engineers provided an IHD
demonstration during the smart meter
installation appointment but a small number
of customers reported in anecdotal feedback
collected at customer panels not receiving
a demonstration.

It is important for suppliers to provide and
quality assure a comprehensive IHD
demonstration at point of installation so
customers subsequently understand how to
use the IHD and are able to realise postinstallation benefits.

Some post-installation customer confusion
about the IHD related to knowledge not
being passed on by a customer to other
household members that were not home
during installation.

It may be beneficial for installers to instruct
customers present at the IHD demonstration
to brief others living in the property about
the smart meter and IHD, otherwise the
benefits from the technology may be limited.

Post-Installation Learnings
Electricity consumption and savings
Key finding

Key learning

energywise customers achieved electricity
savings of 3.3% as a result of the project
interventions (the smart meter, IHD, 3 LEDs,
eco-kettle, standby shutdown and energy
efficiency advice). This result is statistically
significant at the level set out in the project
bid (0.75 statistical power level) and
translates into a 5.2% reduction in average
evening peak demand (from 5:00 pm to
10:30 pm) per household.

There is potential for a lower income
demographic to save similar amounts of
electricity proportionate to their average
annual electricity consumption to other
demographic segments in society when
presented with a smart meter and IHD and
given support on using these.
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Using and benefitting from the IHD
Key finding

Key learning

Anecdotal feedback collected from
a small number of customers reported active
use of the IHD to monitor their energy use
and in some cases change their behaviour.
However other energywise customers
who viewed the IHD positively were
nonetheless unsure how to use it or make
the most of it and felt they would benefit
from further advice.

Some low income and vulnerable customers
are keen to benefit from the IHD but may
be confused how to make best use of it and
may be fearful of ‘messing things up’. The
following steps may help these customers
to achieve energy savings:
• help to set up the IHD
• a comprehensive demonstration at point
of install on how to use the IHD
• follow-up support on using the IHD.

Smart Prepayment
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Key finding

Key learning

Anecdotal feedback collected from a small
number of prepayment customers reported
a positive response to the benefits of smart
prepay, in particular being able to top up
online or by phone. However some
prepayment customers reported anecdotally
that they had to manually enter a code to
top up when their remote (online or phone)
top-ups did not communicate with the meter
and/or IHD. Although prepayment customers
are shown at the installation appointment
how to manually input vend codes, some
customers were unsure of this process or
found it challenging. Where any confusion
did arise, British Gas worked collaboratively
with project partners to resolve these issues
and confirm understanding of the smart
meter vend processes.

It is very important for prepayment customers
to receive a comprehensive explanation and
demonstration at point of install about the
top-up options available to them via smart
prepay. In particular, how to top-up manually
using a code if remote (online or phone)
top-ups do not communicate with the meter
and IHD and also how to access emergency
credit through the IHD or smart meter.
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How this report is structured
For each of the three key steps in a customer’s
smart meter journey (recruitment,
installation and post-installation support)
the following report sets out:

• The challenge faced by roll-out and
energywise
• The approach energywise adopted to
addressing this challenge
• Key achievements of this approach
• Issues experienced during the project
• Learnings for roll-out.
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energywise and the smart meter
roll out

1.1

The smart meter roll-out in Great Britain
The roll-out of smart meters in Great Britain is one of the largest infrastructure and consumer
engagement challenges the country is facing. It requires each home and small business to
be visited by their energy supplier to install gas and electricity smart meters. The goal is to
fit 53 million smart meters in approximately 30 million premises by the end of 2020.1 By
end November 2017, around nine million smart meters had been installed and the programme
is beginning to move from a foundation (learning) stage into large-scale roll-out.2
Replacing analogue and ‘dumb’ meters, smart versions connect to a wireless communication
network that automatically sends energy consumption data from homes and businesses to
the energy supply companies. This digitisation and automation of meter data collection
provides benefits at a household, supplier and network level. These include accurate billing
for energy customers, a reduced need for suppliers to visit properties to take manual meter
readings and access to data that will enable energy networks to better profile and manage
demand on their grids. Households in Great Britain will receive their smart meter with an
in-home display (IHD).3
The IHD allows household members to see how much energy (gas and electricity) they are
using in near real-time. If they have the means and motivation, customers can then act on
this information to reduce their consumption and save money on their bill. For prepayment
customers, smart meters will unlock easier top-up options, for example online.

End to estimated
billing

Improved
network
management

smart
meter
benefits

Access to time
of use tariffs

Easier
switching

8

End to manual
meter readings

Household
visibility of energy
consumption and
spend

Easier top-up
options for prepay
customers

1

Smart Energy GB. What is the National Smart Meter Rollout?

2

BEIS. 2017. Smart Meters: Quarterly Report to end September 2017.

3

In the energywise project, IHD is referred to as Smart Energy Display to maintain consistency with the project supplier’s
(British Gas’s) terminology. Throughout this report the term IHD is used.
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1.2

The challenge: engaging all households
to receive smart meter benefits
At the heart of roll-out sits the energy consumer,
who has to accept, use and benefit from the
smart meter if the Government’s business case
for roll-out is to be realised. Smart meters are
not mandatory: a household has to hear about
them and say yes to installation. Smart Energy
GB, who lead the national campaign for the
smart meter roll-out, identify this as Steps 1
and 2 in the energy consumer’s smart meter
journey (Figure 1). The organisation is
responsible for increasing awareness and
understanding of smart meters and their
benefits across Great Britain. Energy suppliers
are responsible for installation in their
customers’ properties. This includes
demonstrating the IHD and providing energy
efficiency advice, so a customer can realise
post-installation benefits, including behavioural
change to save energy and money.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Hearing about
and saying yes
to a smart meter

Having the smart
meter installed

Using and
benefiting from
the smart meter

Figure 1: Adapted from the smart meter journey identified by Smart Energy GB4

As an energy consumer progresses along their smart meter journey,
they may face barriers to realising benefits from the new technology.
These could arise:
→ Pre-installation – for example a consumer does not engage with the
energy market or mainstream media and so does not hear about smart
meters from either their supplier or Smart Energy GB
→ During installation – for example a consumer struggles to understand
the IHD demonstration
→ Post-installation – for example a consumer struggles to take advantage
of the IHD to optimise their energy use.

4

Smart Energy GB. 2015. Smart Energy For All.
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Consumers with barriers before, during and after installation have been identified as vulnerable
in the context of smart meter roll-out. The former UK Government Department of Energy
and Climate Change (DECC) Early Learning Project surveyed thousands of smart meter
customers and identified the following consumer types as requiring extra help to obtain the
full benefits of their smart metering technology (Figure 2).

Vulnerability

Socioeconomic

Consumer type

Smart meter barrier

Those from lower social grades

• Less likely to say the IHD was
easy to use or to say they knew
how to operate its different
functions
• More restricted in the options
open to them to save energy
than higher income consumers

Those with no formal
qualifications
Low income consumers
(below £16,000)
Older smart meter customers

Age and
health

Housing

Payment
method

Those who live with someone
who has a long-term health
condition or disability

• Less likely to say the IHD was
easy to use or to say they knew
how to operate its different
functions

Tenants

• More restricted in the options
open to them to save energy
than home owners

Prepayment customers

• Additional information and
support requirements to
ensure they can make the
transition to the full range of
smart prepayment functions
and exploit the full potential
of the IHD
• Issues that could arise with
smart prepayment, such as
what to do if a top-up fails to
register

Figure 2: Vulnerable consumer types identified from DECC Early Learning Project5

Smart Energy GB, in its Smart Energy for All publication, identified characteristics that could
cause obstacles during the smart meter journey and grouped them (A to C) according to
the likelihood they will impact on a consumer’s smart meter experience (Figure 3). The
organisation identified characteristics in Group A as ‘definitive’ characteristics which are most
likely to present barriers while characteristics in Groups B and C may cause an obstacle in
combination with another characteristic but not when experienced alone.6

5

DECC. 2015. DECC’s Policy Conclusions: Early Learning Project and Small-scale Behaviour Trials.
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Group A

Group B

• Blind or partially sighted
• Cannot speak English
proficiently
• Dependent on medical
equipment powered by
electricity
• Low literacy
• Memory impairment
• Mental health
impairment
• Separate electricity
supply, including:
- district heating
- off-gas grid
• Tenants, including:
- private tenant
- social housing tenant

• Age 75 and above
• Lacking basic digital skills
• Low income

Group C
• Dexterity impairment
• Learning impairment
• Living in a cold,
inefficient home
• Low numeracy
• Mobility impairment
• No personal internet
access
• Prepay customer
• Severe/profound
deafness
• Social/behavioural
impairment
• Speech impairment

Figure 3: Characteristics that could cause obstacles during the smart meter journey, identified by Smart Enery GB7

The challenge for Smart Energy GB, energy suppliers and supporting organisations is to
develop approaches to engagement which ensure that all households gain access to smart
meter benefits to the greatest extent possible. An inclusive approach is required under the
policy and regulatory framework for roll-out which includes provisions to provide specific
and additional support to vulnerable smart meter consumers. In particular:
• Smart Metering Installation Code of Practice (SMICoP): This code of practice requires energy
suppliers and their installers to identify, record and respond to vulnerabilities prior to and
during smart meter installation visits. SMICoP also mandates suppliers to provide an IHD
demonstration and energy efficiency advice to customers at point of install8
• Smart Energy GB: As specified in the licence establishing Smart Energy GB, the organisation
has an objective to assist low income, prepayment meter and vulnerable consumers
realise the benefits of smart meters.9
In reaching and engaging with vulnerable consumers, UK Government expects suppliers and
Smart Energy GB to undertaken partnership working, including collaborating with trusted
third parties such as community groups, charities and housing associations.10

6
7

For a full explanation of Smart Energy GB’s grouping methodology refer to p.21 of Smart Energy For All.
Smart Energy GB. 2015. Smart Energy For All.
Smart Metering Installation Code of Practice.

8
9

One of the objectives of The Central Delivery Body (Smart Energy GB) is to “assist consumers with low incomes or
prepayment meters, or consumers who may encounter additional barriers in being able to realise the benefits of Smart
Metering Systems due to their particular circumstances or characteristics, to realise the benefits of Smart Metering Systems
while continuing to maintain an adequate level of warmth and to meet their other energy needs.” See: Gas and Electricity
Markets Authority. 2017. Standard Conditions of Electricity Supply Licence.

10

DECC. 2015. DECC’s Policy Conclusions: Early Learning Project and Small-scale Behaviour Trials.
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1.3

Introducing energywise
The energywise project reveals essential learnings, which can help suppliers, Smart Energy
GB, government and consumer organisations with the design of engagement approaches
regarding the smart meter roll-out, specifically targeting vulnerable consumer groups. Figure
4 identifies how the project aligns to priority groups and approaches for roll-out.
Consumer types identified as
vulnerable to realising smart
meter benefits

energywise participants

Tenant

Social housing tenants in the
London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

Low income

Generally low income with over
half in receipt of housing benefit
and many in receipt of multiple
benefits

Prepayment meter

1 in 3 use prepayment meters

Living in a cold, inefficient home

Live in properties in EPC rated or
below11

Older age

1 in 5 aged 65 or over

Cannot speak English proficiently

Nearly half (41%) speak Bengali
as their primary language at
home with some participants not
speaking English proficiently

Blind or partially sighted

Not eligible (suitable IHD not
available at time of recruitment)12

Dependent on medical
equipment powered by electricity

Not eligible
(customer protection)

District heating or off-gas grid

Not eligible (all properties
gas heated)

Figure 4: How energywise aligns to the smart meter roll-out

11

Refer to the Final Energy Saving Trial Report for a breakdown of all EPC ratings of energywise participant properties.

Whilst the project’s eligibility criteria initially excluded customers known to be blind or visually impaired, subsequent
vulnerability reviews (conducted post participant recruitment) identified that a few participating households contain an
occupant who is blind or visually impaired. This may be due to additional information becoming available post the
recruitment phase. Upon review of the individual cases, project partners agreed to keep these customers in the project as
the trials are non-punitive and customers are offered additional customer protection and support through their
participation and therefore could not be worse off by participating.

12
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Introducing energywise (continued)

Consumer types identified as
vulnerable to realising smart
meter benefits

energywise participants

Low literacy and or no formal
qualifications

–

Information not available

Health condition, impairment or
disability

–

Information not available

Recommended engagement
approach
Involve third parties such as
community groups and housing
associations

energywise approach
Partnered with social housing
providers Poplar Harca and Tower
Hamlet Homes and community
group The Bromley by Bow
Centre

Figure 4: How energywise aligns to the smart meter roll-out

What is energywise?
energywise is an innovation research project led by UK Power Networks, the electricity
distribution network operator (DNO) responsible for the electricity grid in large areas of
London, East of England and South-East England. British Gas has provided the smart metering
equipment, University College London is the academic partner and The Bromley By Bow
Centre, Tower Hamlet Homes and Popular Harca are the community partners. In total, nine
organisations are working together to engage vulnerable consumers on smart meter use,
energy saving and energy shifting (see the breakout box: energywise partners). As part of
the project, energywise has installed 230 credit smart meters and 93 prepayment smart
meters in the homes of 323 social housing tenants living in the deprived borough of Tower
Hamlets in East London.

energywise partners

These figures apply to electricity smart meter installations. Additionally, 88 credit and 17 prepayment gas meters have
been installed for customers on dual fuel with British Gas.

13
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The aims of energywise are:
• To understand how fuel poor households can benefit from a smart meter, IHD, energy
efficiency products and advice, and Demand Side Response to manage, save and shift
energy demand
• To quantify the energy savings (demand reduction) and shifting (away from periods
of peak load) that fuel poor households can make and the benefits this provides to
the electricity network by deferring or avoiding network reinforcement
• To test a partnership approach to engage fuel poor households in adopting and using
smart metering technology involving a DNO, energy supplier and local community
organisations
• To test what communication materials and channels are most effective to engage and
support fuel poor households.
The project is breaking new ground because there is little evidence on the benefits to fuel
poor customers when provided with a smart meter and time of use tariff. Although not all
energywise participants are necessarily classified as fuel poor under the England Low Income
High Costs definition, the vast majority of households have a low income and are expected
to have high heating costs due to the relative energy inefficiency of their homes. See the
breakout box: This report’s approach to vulnerability, for more information on participant
demographics and how these align to vulnerability criteria in the context of smart meter
roll-out.

This report’s approach
to vulnerability

The energywise project targeted fuel poor households,
which is one vulnerable consumer type. In England,
fuel poverty is measured using a Low Income High
Costs definition.14 Determining if a household is fuel
poor under this definition requires access to detailed information about a household’s income,
energy costs and the energy performance rating (EPC rating) of their property. For reasons
including data protection not all of this information was available to partners during the initial
phase of selecting eligible households to target. As such, proxies for fuel poverty were used:
the project targeted social housing tenants living in less efficient properties (rated EPC C or
below).15

Alongside these household characteristics (social tenants living in less efficient properties)
surveying of energywise participants post-recruitment identified households were generally
on low incomes, one in three used prepayment meters, one in five were aged 65 or over
and a number did not speak English proficiently. As detailed at Figure 4, these profiles align
with consumer types identified by previous research as vulnerable to realising smart meter
benefits. The energywise participant profile therefore aligns with the profile of a vulnerable
smart meter consumer. Because this report identifies learnings for the smart meter roll-out,
energywise participants are therefore referred to throughout this report as vulnerable and/
or low income, instead of fuel poor.

See: DECC. 2015. Cutting the Cost of Keeping Warm: A Fuel Poverty Strategy for England.

14

For a full list of participant selection criteria (inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria) refer to the energywise report: SDRC
9.2 – Customer Recruitment.

15
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energywise participants received the following
interventions16:

Energy efficiency products: 1 eco-kettle,
1 standby shutdown, 417 LED lightbulbs

Smart meter

In Home Display

Time of use (ToU) tariff18

Smart meter,
energy
efficiency and
energy shifting
information and
advice

Participants received these interventions at different times throughout the project depending on their random allocation
into an ‘intervention’ or ‘control’ research group, and also split across two trial periods.

16

The fourth LED was delivered separately and later in the project. Some participants did not receive it as they were either
unreachable for delivery or declined the offer.

17

The Demand Side Response trial (beginning April 2017) consisted of a time of use tariff offer (HomeEnergy FreeTime) for
smart credit customers and a critical peak rebate tariff offer (Bonus Time) for smart prepayment customers. For the
purposes of clarity and understanding, throughout this report both HomeEnergy FreeTime and Bonus Time are referred to
as time of use tariffs. Learnings from these tariffs and the Demand Side Reponse trial will be made available in a later
report. For more information refer to Chapter 3.

18
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1.4

Why energywise matters for roll-out
energywise is part of a wider set of innovation projects funded by Ofgem that aim to
investigate how DNOs can best manage low carbon networks of the future. This project has
particular relevance to the smart meter roll-out because it is revealing crucial insights on
priority challenge areas facing Great Britain’s smart metering implementation programme.
In particular:
→ Customer insights – How do customers identified as vulnerable for roll-out respond
to smart meters? What do they perceive as the benefits and challenges, to what
extent can they achieve savings and how do responses differ between credit and
prepayment customers?
→ Recruitment insights – Does a partnership approach involving local third parties work
when attempting to reach vulnerable customers for smart meter installation?
→ Engagement insights – What smart meter and energy efficiency messages resonate
with vulnerable consumers and how best to deliver and communicate messages
and support?
This report begins to offer answers to these questions through outlining key learnings from
the energywise project; challenges as well as successes. The focus is on learnings that are
of most relevance to roll-out. Specifically, approaches to recruiting households for smart
meter installation, installation and post-installation support in vulnerable households that
can be replicated or improved upon by stakeholders. The report will be useful for:
→ Energy suppliers, their installers and Smart Energy GB who have principal
responsibility for consumer engagement during the smart meter journey
→ Consumer, local and community organisations who want to understand how to
support their vulnerable clients benefit from smart meters
→ Policymakers – looking to understand and assess roll-out amongst consumer types
identified as having barriers to realising smart meter benefits.
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The smart meter journey for
vulnerable households
Learnings from energywise
This chapter presents the energywise approach along the three key stages of the smart
meter journey (Figure 5).

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

• Hearing about and saying
yes to a smart meter
• energywise recruitment
• May – September 2015

• Having the smart
meter installed
• energywise installaitons
• energywise post
installation support

• Using and benefiting
from the smart meter
• May – November 2015
• Up to the end of
March 2018

Figure 5: energywise and the smart meter journey

For each of these three key steps (recruitment, installation and postinstallation support) the report sets out:
•
•
•
•
•

The challenge faced by roll-out and energywise
The approach energywise adopted to addressing this challenge
Key achievements of this approach
Issues experienced when implementing this approach
Learnings for roll-out.

Considering the demographic of energywise customers, learnings identified in this report
will be particularly relevant with regard to low income customers, prepayment customers,
social housing tenants and households who do not speak English as their primary language.
It should also be noted that the focus of energywise, and therefore this report, is on smart
meter installations in domestic properties. Additionally, the research aim was to investigate
electricity consumption and therefore learnings are principally around smart meter use to
reduce and manage electricity. However, gas smart meters were installed as part of the
project and some learnings are of relevance to this fuel type.
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Step 1

Hearing about and saying yes
to a smart meter

The Challenge...
What roll-out has to do:
• Energy suppliers must contact their customers to offer them a smart meter. Together,
suppliers must reach and engage over 26 million households in Great Britain
• Smart Energy GB must lead a national campaign about smart meters to improve engagement
and understanding.

What energywise had to do
• Identify 1,650 eligible participants and invite them to have a smart meter installed, with
the aim of recruiting 1 in 3 or 550 households. The project did not undertake a blanket
marketing campaign – customers were not pre-identified for contact
• Eligibility criteria were used to target low income households living in the deprived
London Borough of Tower Hamlets. Households had to be British Gas customers, social
housing tenants (of Poplar HARCA or Tower Hamlets Homes) and live in a relatively energy
inefficient property.19

The energywise approach
To tell households about the energywise project, including the smart meter offer, UK Power
Networks worked collaboratively with British Gas, two social housing providers and a trusted
local community organisation – The Bromley by Bow Centre.

Develop and test invitation
materials with focus group of
Tower Hamlets residents
June 2014
Identify and train recruitment
team – customer field officers
located at The Bromley by
Bow Centre in Tower Hamlets
July 2014

2014

Pilot and refine recruitment approach
March - June 2015

Recruit households for project
and smart meter installation
May – September 2015

2015

Refine invitation
materials based on
focus group feedback
July - December 2014
Figure 6: energywise timeframe for Step 1: Hearing about and saying yes to a smart meter

The full set of eligibility criteria can be found in the energywise report: SDRC 9.2 – Customer Recruitment

19
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The principles for the recruitment strategy were:
• Initial contact with a customer to come from an organisation which is known and trusted
in the local area and provides existing support services to residents (The Bromley by
Bow Centre)
• Tailor communication materials (for example the invitation letter) to meet the preferences
and needs of target households
• Offer face-to-face communication and support.
These principles were implemented through a four-step process detailed in Figure 7.

1. Invitation letter
An invitation letter plus project flyer was sent to households
introducing the project and inviting them to sign up to
energywise on the project website, by calling the local field
officer team or by dropping in to The Bromley by Bow Centre

2. Reminder letter
Those not responding to the invitation letter received a
reminder letter a few days later

3. Door knocking
Those not responding after a few door knocks were
phoned by a customer field officer

4. Phone call
Those not responding after a few door knocks were
phoned by a customer field officer

Figure 7: The recruitment process20

For full details of the recruitment process and all communication materials provided during recruitment refer to the
energywise report: SDR9.4 Customer Engagement

20
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What worked: energywise key achievements
Headline results
• Of 1,35221 households approached, 40% (538) said yes to the project and having a smart
meter installed
• The recruitment approach was successful in reaching consumer groups which find it more
difficult to engage in the energy market: for example those on lower incomes and who
use prepayment meters22
• The approach was inclusive to all, suggested for example by the high volume of participants
speaking Bengali as their primary language, by around a third of participants who are on
prepayment meters and one in five participating households having an occupant who’s 65
or over and one in four having a child under 5.23

A partnership approach with the local community
Working in partnership with local partners was critical to achieving a 40% sign-up rate. The
major benefits and successes of this approach were:
• The Bromley by Bow Centre is a local and community-focussed organisation in the Tower
Hamlets area targeted for this project. Aligning with them helped increase consumer trust
and acceptance of the smart meter offer
• Issuing the invitation letter with the logo of the social housing provider on the envelope
encouraged target households to open and read it
• A dedicated free phone line and a local 02 number were available during working hours
throughout the project for customers to contact The Bromley by Bow Centre project team
• Contacting households by using a local and/or trusted telephone number was particularly
important in recruitment, as participants were more likely to answer the call.
By contrast, customers were found to be less likely to answer phone calls from unfamiliar
0800 numbers.

The target was to identify 1,650 eligible participants to invite to take part in energywise, with the objective of securing
agreement from one in three of these. The process of pulling together the list of eligible participants involved multiple
partners and multiple iterations in order to reach close to the target number of potential participants. As a result, a
maximum of 1,352 eligible participants were identified. For more details on identifying eligible participants refer to the
energywise report: SDR9.4 Customer Engagement.

21

Prepayment meter use and low income were both identified as characteristics of disengaged energy customers in the
Competition and Markets Authority (CMA)’s investigation into the energy market. See: CMA. 2016. Energy Market
Investigation: Final Report.

22

For full details of participant demographics refer to the energywise report: SDR9.4 Customer Engagement.
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A team of dedicated
customer field officers
energywise employed a team of customer field
officers (CFOs) to work on the project full time. The
CFOs were the ‘face’ of energywise. Their role was
to sign up households to the project (including saying
‘yes’ to a smart meter), deliver the energy efficiency
products to households and provide ongoing support,
as required. CFOs were recruited and employed by
The Bromley by Bow Centre and based at the centre
in Tower Hamlets.

The customer field officer team at August 2016. Left to right: Khairul, Chris,
Rashal, Alifur and Rothna. Further officers were involved in customer
recruitment and engagement at different stages of the project.

Customer quotes about the field officer team
I wasn’t sure of the offer when I read
the letter, and had never heard of
energywise, but an amazing lady
came and explained in detail the
process and that it would fit around
my schedule. I’d never go back.

I just think you have a lovely team
that work well together.
If I have any questions they are
always well explained and you have
a majority of mixed ethnic [sic] on
your team which is good.

The guy was brilliant, we were
talking and laughing; he was lovely,
understandable, understood my
concerns, took on board my issues.

The following characteristics of CFOs were particularly important:

A. Well trained
• CFOs received training on smart meter technologies (British Gas), energy advice (National
Energy Action), vulnerability (National Energy Action), customer engagement (CAG
Consultants), social research (NatCen Social Research) and safety whilst in the field (Suzy
Lamplugh Trust).
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B. Understand local languages and cultures24
• Several of the CFOs are from the local area and are aware of locally relevant cultures and
customs. This was beneficial for recruitment, for example CFOs avoided contact at certain
times, such as resting time during Ramadan
• Some CFOs have relevant language skills (e.g. Bengali). This helped to overcome language
barriers when explaining smart meter and project benefits as a small minority of
the target audience do not speak English and a significant number have English as a
second language.
Customer response to the CFOs was overwhelmingly positive and they received praise for
their friendly, enthusiastic, professional and well-informed approach.

Face-to-face engagement
A face-to-face approach to engage households on smart meters was achieved during
recruitment through door knocking by the CFOs. Overwhelmingly, door knocking was
the most successful recruitment method, accounting for 82% of ‘yes’ responses to the
project offer.
energywise found successful door knocking invloved:
• CFOs being able to clearly and simply explain the benefits of the project and smart meters
• Door knocking on evenings and weekends when customers were more likely to be home
• Recruiters working in pairs with one female recruiter (two men door knocking could be
intimidating especially in some cultures), one with local language skills (e.g. Bengali) and
pairing a CFO alongside a British Gas engineer
• Pairs working in the same area through recruitment, so they could develop a neighbourhood
presence and rapport with targeted households. Sometimes, this helped sign up customers
who were undecided upon first contact. An area-based recruitment approach would work
best in areas where developing local trust is key and where target properties are co-located
and can be returned to easily.

Challenges to door knocking were:
• The logistics of planning visits to disparate addresses
• Facing the barrier of intercom systems
• Quality assurance during times of peak volume when additional recruiters were brought
in to door knock who did not have the same level of training as the CFOs25
• Time and cost. Door knocking was effective, but time consuming. It is also a more resource
intensive approach than other methods (e.g. mailings). However, it might be the preferred
approach when targeting communities that may be harder-to-reach through other channels.

While The Bromley by Bow Centre did not deliberately seek to recruit CFOs from the local area and with language skills
relevant to the demographics of the local area, a number of the successful applicants did have an understanding of local
languages and cultures, which was subsequently found to help support customer engagement.

24

In response to the increased volume of customers during the project recruitment phase, the core CFO team was scaled up
by appointing specialist recruitment teams.

25
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Customer quotes about the door knocking experience
I got the letter, didn’t grasp it at first,
but then someone turned up and
explained it was about savings.

I wouldn’t have chosen [to] take
part just on the letter; I needed to
speak to someone too.

Testing and tailoring the engagement approach and
communication materials
The project adopted a co-creation, test, learn and adapt method to the production of
customer-facing information. In particular:
• Materials and messages were drafted in consultation with local partners and tested in
focus groups with the target audience. For example, the project’s brand name ‘energywise’
was decided based on early feedback from local residents
• The recruitment approach was piloted before roll-out, which provided valuable learnings.
For example, the decision to use the social housing provider’s logo on the invitation letter
arose out of participant feedback during the pilot stage. Facing the barrier of intercom
systems.
While invitation materials were generally found to be clear and well-designed, not everything
worked. For example:
• Some households thought the invitation letter was about switching energy supplier and
threw it away without reading it. This confusion might have arisen due to the project
name ‘energywise’
• Others thought the invitation and welcome materials needed to be clearer, shorter and
simpler. In particular, focusing on why households were being contacted, what a smart
meter is, which equipment would be installed, by whom, and how long this would take.
The addition of more pictures and diagrams would have helped.
Customer and partner feedback was used continuously throughout the project to adapt the
engagement approach.26 For example, later communication materials used more images.

The principal method for capturing customer feedback and testing communication materials was customer panels, which
have taken place quarterly throughout the project. See ‘Step 3’ in this chapter for more information on the panels.

26
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Customer quotes about the invitation materials

I ignored the letter, thought it
was an ad for switching. I would
have read it if it had been from
British Gas.

[The welcome pack] was very useful.
Well presented. I’m more of a picture
person. Good style of writing. I’m not a
reader. It helped me understand it
all better.

What was challenging:
Issues experienced during recruitment
Multiple customer interactions
To sign households up to the project and say ‘yes’ to a smart meter multiple interactions
(letters, door knocks, phone calls) were required, which was resource intensive. As Figure
8 shows, the majority of customers were signed up after three interactions (264 customers,

Number of interactions* before customer signed up:
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

one

two

three

four

five or more

Figure 8: Number of interactions with customers to sign them up to energywise

49%) while 51 customers (9.5%) required five or more interactions before agreeing to take
part in the project and have a smart meter fitted. It is important to note that customers who
said no to taking part in the project was not approached again; only those who were
undecided or unreachable were re-contacted. These interaction numbers demonstrate that
persistence (which clarifies understanding but does not coerce involvement) may be required
in some cases to convince this customer group of the benefits of having a smart meter
installed. Although it is important to note that the energywise project advertised participation
in a research trial involving installation of a smart meter alongside other interventions (e.g.
a time of use tariff).

*door knock, invitation letter, home visit, outbound call, inbound call
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Refusals
Of 1,352 households invited to take part in energywise, 579 or 43% said no. Reasons for
not participating in the project relevant to smart meter roll-out are detailed below.27
• Smart meter refusal: 46 households (3% of all households contacted) refused due to
the smart meter. They either had no interest in having a smart meter (28), surveillance
concerns (9), concerns about a technology they didn’t know (7) or preferred to wait for
the national roll-out (2). A further 17 customers initially said yes to the project but then
withdrew because they later decided they did not want a smart meter.
• Low energy users: 24 households (2% of all households contacted) felt their bills were
already low enough and a smart meter and IHD would therefore have no benefit to them
• Project hassle: 149 households (11% of all households contacted) felt either the project
would to be too much ‘hassle’ or they were too busy to take part. While this reason
has relevance to roll-out (when considering the perceived hassle of installation),
in this case perception of hassle would have been influenced by taking part in a two-year
research trial.

Learnings for roll-out
The following learnings pertain to step one in the smart meter journey: hearing about and
saying yes to a smart meter.

The smart meter offer
• The smart meter offer should explain to a customer in easy-to-understand language a.)
what a smart meter is, and b.) how it will directly benefit them. Amongst the energywise
customer base, messaging about the potential benefit to have greater control over energy
use and, as a result, the potential to reduce a customer’s usage and therefore bill, was
well received
• The offer should make it clear the customer is not being sold anything and that while all
energy bill payers are contributing to the cost of the smart meter roll-out there will be
no additional cost to the customer if they have a smart meter installed.

Multiple interactions
• Customers may require several interactions (in writing, by phone or face-to-face) before
they accept the smart meter offer. It is important to persevere as customers may not
understand the offer the first time or have doubts, while also respecting the customer’s
choice to refuse the offer when clearly stated.

Involving third parties in roll-out
• Partnering with community-based organisations that are well-known and accepted in a
local area helps increase consumer trust and acceptance of the smart meter offer
• Using or setting up a customer field officer team to carry out customer engagement on
smart meters and act as a trusted intermediary works well

Reasons for smart meter refusal detailed in these bullet points are based on a non-participation survey carried out with
customers to understand the reasons behind non-participation. 449 responses were collected. For the full list of reasons for
not participating in the project refer to the energywise report: SDR9.4 Customer Engagement.

27
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• If working with third parties, invest time and resources to develop a partnership that is
meaningful and mutually beneficial. Spend time up front to build relationships, understand
different organisational cultures and set up contractual arrangements that work for all
• Maintain open and effective communication between partners as work progresses,
employing a collaborative approach to address issues
• Ensure all partners’ customer-facing staff are briefed on the smart meter offer and its
benefits (e.g. housing officers in a housing association).

Communication materials
• Tailor communication materials to the target audience, using partners and customers to
develop and test messages and formats. Focus groups work well
• A warm up letter helps make people aware of the smart meter offer but it will not be
enough for many customers to arrange to have one installed
• To increase confidence in the smart meter offer, make it clear in any communication the
customer is not being asked to switch energy supplier. energywise found customers can
be very loyal to their supplier and sceptical of sales campaigns
• Consider co-branding materials with the logo of a trusted partner (e.g. a housing association)
or working with the trusted partner to undertake warm up marketing in order to increase
consumer acceptance and trust of the offer
• Only include the essential information a customer wants and needs to know. The initial
offer should focus on why the customer is being contacted and how a smart meter will
directly benefit them. Installation information should focus on what equipment will be
installed, by whom and when. Simple and clear messages help manage expectations
• Avoid technical jargon, e.g. phrases like ‘energy efficiency device’
• Use images and diagrams over text wherever possible.

Face-to-face engagement
• Face-to-face engagement (including door knocking) is an effective method to explain
smart meters to consumers and engage them on an energy offer. It can however be
resource and time intensive.
A customer field officer team works well to carry out face-to-face engagement. To increase
trust and access it is recommended this team:
• Understand local culture(s) and have local language skills when required (this may include
working with translators as an alternative)
• Have detailed knowledge of and are confident on the smart meter offer and technologies
• Receive training (and refresher training) on smart metering, energy advice, identifying
and supporting customers with vulnerabilities, engagement techniques, data privacy
and safety.
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If door knocking, consider the following:
• Send an initial offer letter and follow up with a door knock
• Stagger mailings so the offer letter is received a short time before the door knock
• Use uniforms and badges (e.g. branded with the supplier or another known organisation)
to increase customer recognition and trust
• Door knock outside of standard working hours. energywise found Saturday evening and
lunchtime/early evening on weekdays works best
• Plan door knocks around locally relevant activities and events, e.g. Ramadan in majority
Muslim areas
• Leave a ‘sorry we missed you’ card if there is no response
• Be patient and wait between door knocking and leaving the property
• Door knock in pairs, ideally mixed gender and with local language skills. Pairing a local
field officer with a smart meter installer also works well
• Maintain consistency of pairings by person and area to help build customer rapport and
a neighbourhood presence
• Tailor the doorstep conversation to suit the customer, reading body language and adjusting
the approach accordingly. energywise found younger people sometimes want less detail
and more opportunity to ask questions, whilst older people sometimes prefer lengthier
explanations followed by Q&A
• Quality assure door knocking to ensure accurate messaging.

Phone calls
• If calling a customer, consider options other than an 0800 number. energywise found
customers were more likely to answer a local and/or mobile number
• For outbound calls, energywise found calling customers after 10:00 am but not during
the afternoon school run works best
• When calling customers keep scripts and conversations as short as possible
• For inbound calls, consider providing a free and dedicated phone line to support smart
meter queries.

Customer resistance to smart meters
• energywise found a small percentage of customers (around 5%) were not interested in
having a smart meter and refused installation. Further effort will be required on how best
to communicate to this group
• Some low energy users do not want a smart meter and IHD because they already carefully
manage their energy and have low bills. Benefits other than energy and cost savings will
need to be communicated to such customers
• A small minority of customers are resistant to change and are sceptical of new technology,
including smart meters. This suggests a balance needs to be struck between communicating
benefits that involve behaviour change and communicating a customer journey that does
not require a lot of action.
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Step 2

Having the smart meter installed

The Challenge...
What roll-out has to do:
• Energy suppliers must offer to install around 53 million gas and electricity smart meters
in approximately 30 million premises, along with offering households an IHD
• Installation visits must comply with a code of practice (SMICoP) that requires the installer
to demonstrate the IHD and provide energy efficiency advice
• In high rise, low rise and converted flats (known as multi dwelling units or MDUs) installation
will be more challenging and a bespoke solution may be required to connect the IHD to
the smart meter.

What energywise had to do
• Install credit or prepay electricity and gas28 smart meters in homes of customers who said
yes to the project as well as delivering energy efficiency products to customers and
completing an energy survey. Some of the customers lived in flats which presented
installation challenges.

Installations completed
for first project group
May –November 2015

2015

Installations completed in
block of flates (MDU
builing)
May 2016

2016

Installations completed
for second project group
April 2017

2017

Figure 9: energywise timeframe for Step 2: Having the smart meter installed

The energywise approach
Installation of the smart meters in homes was carried out by British Gas engineers (Smart
Energy Experts) in accordance with the company’s Smart Meter Customer Charter and all
relevant licence conditions (including SMICoP). Additional to the smart meter the project
offered energy efficiency products to customers: one eco-kettle, one standby shutdown and

Participants who were dual fuel British Gas customers had a gas smart meter installed along with their electricity smart
meter. A small number of participants were single fuel electricity British Gas customers and therefore did not receive a gas
smart meter as part of the energywise project.

28
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four LED lightbulbs. These devices were delivered to customers by the CFO in a home visit
which aligned with the British Gas visit where possible. The installation and delivery processes
are detailed at Figure 10.
British Gas led

Customer Field Officer led

What

Installation process

What

Delivery process

Smart meter
booking

British Gas books installation
appointment with customer29

Energy
efficiency
products

CFO visits customer’s home to
deliver 1 eco-kettle, 1 standby
shutdown and 4 LED lightbulbs30

Written
Confirmation

Written confirmation is
provided from British Gas
about the appointment and
what to expect

Energy
efficiency
leaflet

CFO provides customer with
energywise leaflet about using
the energy efficiency products
and simple energy saving tips
targeting electricity use

Smart meter

British Gas Smart Energy
Expert (SEE) visits customer’s
home to install smart
meter(s)

Energy survey

CFO completes energy survey
with customer during visit31

IHD

SEE provides customer with
IHD at point of install and
demonstrates how to use it

Energy
efficiency advice
and materials

SEE provides energy
efficiency advice and
materials at point of install

Smart meter
and IHD
materials

SEE leaves customer with
British Gas materials on
smart meter and IHD

Follow-up call

British Gas calls customer to
check they were satisfied
with installation and answer
any questions

Figure 10: Number of interactions with customers to sign them up to energywise

This process was adapted for later installations to enable CFOs to book installation appointments directly with a customer.

29

Where possible, all energy efficiency products were delivered to a customer’s home in one visit. In some cases, more than
one visit was required. In the case of the LED lightbulbs, the fourth LED was delivered separately and later in the project.

30

In some cases a separate visit was required for this step.

31
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What worked: energywise key achievements
Headline results
• 230 credit smart meter installations and 93 prepayment smart meter installations were
successfully completed in the homes of 323 social housing tenants in Tower Hamlets, East
London32
• 1,879 energy efficiency products were delivered to households: 1,207 LEDs, 336 eco-kettles
and 336 standby shutdowns33
• successful installation was carried out in an MDU building (a block of flats) with difficult
metering arrangements.

High quality installation experience
In general, customers were very positive about the installation process and British Gas
installers were praised for their high level of customer service. People appreciated that
installation appointments were kept, and appointment times were flexible to accommodate
customers’ schedules. In the second set of installations taking place in early 2017, CFOs also
played an important role to support the British Gas-led installations. This included working
in partnership with British Gas to book appointments and sometimes accompanying engineers
on installation visits. The latter approach helped facilitate access to some properties, in
particular to overcome language barriers. While installations generally went well, a minority
of customers were not satisfied with the installation experience; largely due to challenging
installs or delays. These issues are detailed in the next section.

Learning from and adapting the installation process
For the first set (and majority) of installations, which occurred between
May and November 2015, the average time between a customer saying
‘yes’ to the project and smart meter offer and completing install was
There was no problem
36 working days. This time period was longer than expected and mainly
whatsoever with the
due to issues with the meters and household access. These challenges
installation. The meters
are detailed in the next section. For the second
man – he was brilliant.
set of installations in early 2017, this average
time was reduced to 11.5 days. Furthermore,
95% of customers received their installation
Someone from energywise
upon the first attempt. This significant
came along too. They helped
improvement in performance was due in
explain everything and what
part to the project learning from and
was happening. The installer
It was fine. They showed up
adapting the initial installation process.
was friendly and we ended
when they were supposed
up talking a lot. They made
to. They were not too
me feel at ease.
disruptive.

For dual fuel customers, a smart meter installation included both an electricity smart meter and a gas smart meter.

32

The number of eco-kettles and standby shutdowns delivered is slightly higher than the number of customers (323) due to
some households leaving the project before full installation was completed.

33
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In particular:
• British Gas offering more weekend appointments (which have a higher cost but are very
popular, in particular Saturdays)
• British Gas and The Bromley by Bow Centre working together to streamline the customer
journey so the CFO team could directly book installation appointments
• Improving communication between British Gas and the social housing providers to gain
access to meters.

MDU installation
energywise has carried out the UK’s first end-to-end installation of residential smart meter
sets operating across a block of flats or MDU building with difficult metering arrangements.34
Specifically, installations to two customers were completed in Padstow House in Tower
Hamlets in May 2016. This premise has meters located in a communal room in the basement,
far from residents’ flats. Two of the recruited customers living in this building required a
bespoke solution to benefit from the smart meter and have it communicate with the IHD.
This MDU communication backbone for tall buildings was developed and supplied by Siemens
and installed by British Gas. The communication solution developed enabled the smart
meters to operate on an extended ‘Home Area Network’. Tall buildings and flats are a known
challenge for roll-out and many lower income households (including social housing tenants)
live in them. As such, even though only two households were supplied with this solution
within energywise, it is a major achievement that the project could reach this customer
profile and provide them with smart meter benefits early on in roll-out. Unlocking smart
meter benefits for customers in flats is particularly important considering 17% of fuel poor
households in England live in this dwelling type.35

What was challenging: Issues experienced
during installation
Aborted and challenging installations
Some customers experienced challenging installations due to technical issues and British
Gas also experienced some customer access issues at point of installation. In some cases
where these problems could not be resolved, customers had to be disengaged from the
project.36 These technical and access challenges are detailed below.

Technical issues
16 customers (3% of all sign-ups) had to be disengaged from the project due to technical
issues with the smart meter installation.37 Technical issues included meters being impaired,
inaccessible or placed in spaces which prevented a smart meter from being installed. Inability
to establish a signal, issues with the intake cupboard, the fuse box and safety were less
common but did lead to aborted installations in a small minority of cases.

British Gas understand this was the first end-to-end installation, taking place in May 2016.

34

BEIS. 2017. Fuel Poverty Detailed Tables 2015 Data.

35

Reasons for customers leaving the project were much wider than installation issues and included changing supplier and
moving home. For a full list of reasons why customers either chose to leave the project or had to be disengaged by the
project refer to the energywise report: SDR9.4 Customer Engagement

36

Figure correct at June 2017. For details see: SDR9.4 Customer Engagement

37
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Access issues
• 41 customers (16% of all sign-ups) had to be disengaged from the project at the point
of smart meter installation due to access difficulties.38 This included 24 customers who
were inaccessible to book or rebook an installation, 12 customers who refused access
to engineers to carry out the installation and five customers who were not available for
installation within reasonable time constraints (e.g. one was out of the country for five
months)
• Accessing meters in flats also presented issues. Some properties had locked meter rooms
or the meters were behind locked cages (‘Gerders’) which required the caretaker/landlord
to be present during install. In cases where this was not known ahead of time, or the
landlord did not keep an arranged appointment, this
led to aborted installations and additional visits. As
installations progressed, improved communication
I wasn’t very happy. They initially
between partners helped mitigate this issue. In
came to install the meter and they
particular, the social housing providers shared a list
couldn’t connect it. The installers
of properties with British Gas which required ‘Gerder
were there for the whole day, then
keys’ to access the meters and British Gas notified
they came back and it still wasn’t
the landlord at least 72 hours ahead of any planned
sorted. Required multiple visits.
appointment which required caretaker access.
Working together to resolve this issue was important
to maintaining the supplier’s and the landlord’s good
reputation with the customer.

Complex installation journey
Initially, it was planned for customers to receive one visit combining the British Gas smart
meter installation, the CFO visit to deliver the energy efficiency products and, additionally,
a visit from a non-British Gas engineer to install temperature monitoring equipment.39
However the project found coordinating all three organisations into a single visit was
operationally impracticable. As a result, more than one visit was required to customer
homes and in some instances the ‘hassle’ of this process did lead to customers leaving
the project.

IHD demonstration
British Gas engineers provide an IHD demonstration during the smart meter installation
appointment and a welcome booklet is left with customers who are advised that the IHD
has a demonstration mode which customers can refer to at any time post-installation. This
process notwithstanding, some energywise participants reported anecdotally at customer
panels that they did not receive an IHD demonstration or that they were not satisfied with
the explanation provided. It is important to stress that feedback was not collected from all
participants and this finding cannot be viewed as representative of the entire customer
group. Additionally, some post-installation confusion about the smart meter and IHD also
related to knowledge not being passed on by a customer to other household members
who were not home during installation.

Figure correct at June 2017. For details see: SDR9.4 Customer Engagement.

38

Installation of temperature monitoring equipment was a project requirement for customer protection reasons but was
outside the scope of the research trial and is not applicable for the national smart meter roll-out.

39
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Learnings for roll-out
The following learnings pertain to step two in the smart meter journey: having the smart
meter installed.

Installation journey
• The role of third parties (e.g. community partners) should be centred on step one of the
smart meter journey: hearing about and saying yes to a smart meter. The energy supplier
should manage the installation process and be the key point-of-contact to address the
technicalities of installation
• The installation journey and required access to homes may be an unwanted hassle amongst
some customers which may lead to smart meter refusals and aborted installations
• To help minimise refusals and aborted jobs, the installation journey should be made as
simple as possible. Streamlining should consider:
- Minimising the number of interactions required between a customer and 		
supplier to book an installation appointment (whether written, by phone or in person)
-	 Coordinating and consolidating the delivery of all equipment, information and
advice into one home visit, including liaising with third parties (e.g. landlords) ahead
of time to ensure meter access, where applicable
- Minimising the time between sign-up, appointment booking and installation.
• Piloting the end-to-end installation journey with a sample of target households will help
identify issues early, which can then be addressed to minimise aborts.

Installation appointments
• If targeting areas or communities that may be harder-to-reach for reasons such as language
barriers, customer field officers employed by a local partner (e.g. a community organisation)
can aid access to properties and help with customer engagement and understanding
• Offering installations outside of standard working hours (in particular Saturdays) is popular
with customers and allows suppliers to complete installs quickly and in volume although
at a premium
• If installing on an area basis, installation planning should take into consideration locally
relevant events. For example, Ramadan in majority Muslim areas.

Installations in social housing
• In social housing properties, some meters are in locked rooms or cupboards and require
landlord access. Suppliers should anticipate and plan for these access issues
• The installation process in social housing properties can be facilitated by:
- The social housing provider sharing a list of property addresses with the energy supplier
which require landlord access
- Early engagement by the energy supplier with the social housing provider to agree the
appropriate staff member to contact (e.g. a caretaker) and the minimum notice period
required for installations which require a representative from the housing provider
present to secure meter access
- Suppliers and social landlords working together to brief staff members (e.g. caretakers)
responsible for providing access. This may boost staff cooperation and therefore installation
success rates.
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Challenging installations
• The energywise experience suggests that issues at point of install (technical and access)
can be potential challenges during roll-out, but that working with partners (e.g. landlords)
can help overcome them
• Where possible, suppliers should identify long-install properties ahead of time and warn
customers their installation is expected to take longer than average
• The energywise experience found that installations in tall buildings with difficult metering
arrangements (MDU properties) require less time for engineers to be inside customer
properties than expected. This is because the technical work (e.g. meter switch over and
setting up the Home Area Network) can be completed outside homes. The engineer then
only has to perform customer service inside properties. This is of significant benefit for
residents in this building type.

IHD demonstration
• A small number of customers reported in anecdotal feedback during customer panels not
receiving an IHD demonstration during the installation appointment. While the information
is anecdotal only and it is British Gas practice to provide an IHD demonstration in compliance
with SMICoP, this feedback suggests it is important for suppliers to maintain and quality
assure this part of installation so customers can realise post-installation benefits.
Additionally, any subsequent customer interactions following installation (either supplierled or through a partner) could be a useful contact point to check a customer’s understanding
of the IHD operation
• Installers should instruct customers present at the IHD demonstration to brief others living
in the property about the smart meter and IHD, otherwise the benefits from the technology
may be limited.
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Using and benefitting from
the smart meter

Step 3

The Challenge...
What roll-out has to do:
• Government’s business case for roll-out is predicated on consumers using near real time
information on energy consumption from the smart meter and displayed on the IHD to
achieve energy savings through behavioural change. However, UK Government research
concluded that certain types of energy users, including tenants, low income and prepayment
customers, require tailored follow-up support to get the most out of their smart meter
and IHD.40 These user categories align with the energywise customer profile
• Suppliers and Smart Energy GB share responsibility for providing post-installation advice
and support.

What energywise had to do
• Provide post-installation engagement and support in order to minimise the number of
people leaving the project
• Support customers to use their smart meter, IHD, energy efficiency products and advice
if requested by the customers
• Monitor whether customers were benefitting from the smart meter, IHD and energy
efficiency products by reducing their electricity consumption.

The energywise approach

December 2015
Main-phase installations
completed

End of March 2018
Time of use trial ends and
customers leave project

Ongoing support from CFOs available through dedicated phone line and drop-in at Bromley by Bow Centre
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Figure 11: energywise timeframe for Step 3: Using and benefitting from the smart meter

DECC. 2015. DECC’s Policy Conclusions: Early Learning Project and Small-scale Behaviour Trials.

40
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energywise developed a strategy for the ongoing engagement of customers following
their smart meter installation visits. The purpose of this strategy was to retain customers
in the project but also to offer post-installation advice and support if requested. Such
support could answer customer queries and help them use and benefit from the smart
meter, IHD and energy efficiency products (LEDs, eco-kettle and standby shutdown). This
strategy is detailed in Figure 12.

Customer
newletter

Regular newsletters were sent via post to participants to keep them informed
about the project and provide energy information tailored to their needs.
For example, tips on how to use the eco-kettle.

Customer panel

All project participants were invited to take part in customer panels, which met
every 3-4 months at the local Bromley by Bow Centre in East London. Usually,
around 6-8 customers attended. The panels were set up principally for customer
protection reasons: to check with a sample of participants if they were experiencing
issues the project was unaware of. Additionally, the panels generated valuable
feedback on customers’ experience of the project and technologies (e.g. IHD),
provided an opportunity for customers to share tips amongst each other on using
the technologies, as well as providing an opportunity to test planned communication
materials and messages.

Support from
customer field
officers

The CFO team, which signed households up to energywise, did not leave the
project at the end of the recruitment phase. Instead, a number of CFOs have been
available to assist customers throughout the project, both through a dedicated
free phone line and by customers dropping in to the local Bromley by Bow Centre.

Figure 12: Post-installation customer engagement approach

Communication post smart meter installation has also taken place with customers to sign
them up to a time of use tariff. Learnings from the Demand Side Response trial, which
began in April 2017, will be made available later in 2018 (see Chapter 3 for further details).
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What worked: energywise key achievements
Headline results
• Electricity savings of 3.3% were achieved amongst energywise customers as a result of
the project interventions, including the smart meter and IHD
• Feedback collected from participants at customer panels and surveys41 showed the project
and smart metering technologies were viewed positively by engaged customers over a
year after installation.

Energy savings
Annual electricity42 savings were calculated for the project interventions (the smart meter,
IHD, 3 LED43, eco-kettle and standby shutdown). Results show:
• A 3.3% average reduction in electricity consumption as a result of the project interventions.
This result is statistically significant44 and indicates the energywise low income demographic
seems to save similar amounts of electricity proportionate to their average annual electricity
consumption to other demographic segments in society when presented with a smart
meter and IHD45
• This saving translates into a 5.2% reduction in average evening peak demand (from 5:00
pm to 10:30 pm) per household
• The average consumption of energywise customers is considerably lower than observed
in previous research trials (such as Low Carbon London and Customer Led Network
Revolution), which may reflect the low income profile of the project group.
These results demonstrate that when given a smart meter, an IHD, some energy efficient
products and provided with support on using these, a low income demographic generates
energy savings at a both a household and network level.

UCL will administer three Energy Social Capital surveys during the course of the project. The second survey sent in
October 2016 reported on participants’ attitudes towards the energywise project. For more information see: SDR9.4
Customer Engagement.

41

Gas savings were not within the scope of the energywise project. Electricity savings were calculated by comparing an
intervention group to a control group. For further information and the methodology refer to the Final Energy Saving
Trial Report.

42

Although four LEDs were offered to customers only three are included in this calculation as the fourth LED was delivered to
participants at the end of the first stage of the project and after the period on which these electricity savings are based.

43

At the level set out in the project bid (0.75 statistical power level). For further information refer to the Final Energy Saving
Trial Report.

44

DECC. 2015. Smart Metering Early Learning Project: Domestic Energy Consumption Analysis - Report and Technical Annex.
The energy savings reported by DECC apply for standard SMETS1 electricity smart meter. The study does not include the
additional energy saving interventions provided by the energywise project.

45
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3.3% energy savings
This graph shows that both groups in the energywise project (an ‘intervention’ group and
‘control’ group) reduced their energy consumption during the project when compared to
their pre-trial consumption. This aligns with the UK trend over the previous decade of year
on year reduction in domestic energy consumption. However, the relative gradient of the
lines clearly show that the project group receiving the smart meter, IHD and energy efficiency
products (the ‘intervention’ group) has reduced electricity consumption more than the
‘control’ group.
5.2% reduction evening peak demand
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Figure 14: Annual average profiles across trials.

This graph compares the annual average household load profiles across the energywise,
Low Carbon London (LCL) and Customer Led Network Revolution (CLNR) projects. It can be
seen that the average consumption of the energywise participants is considerably lower
than that observed for the LCL and CLNR project the same months. This may reflect the low
income profile of the energywise group.
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Smart meter and IHD benefits
The following smart meter and IHD benefits are anecdotal only
and are taken from customer feedback during interactions such
as customer panels. It is important to stress that feedback was
not collected from all participants and these findings cannot be
viewed as representative of the entire customer group.
Nonetheless, this feedback showed the potential to make financial savings was a key
motivating factor for actively using the IHD. Some customers reported using the display to
monitor their energy use and change their behaviour. Examples of electricity saving activities
reported by customers included:
• Increasing awareness of the energy performance of household electrical appliances
(e.g. checking the energy rating of appliances rather than just the sales price when
considering which ones to buy)
• Filling the kettle with only enough water required for one cup of tea and sustaining and
normalising this behaviour over time
• Changing the household’s routine to wash clothes every second day and using the drying
horse sometimes in place of the tumble drier
• Turning lights and appliances off when not in use and switching plugs off at night.
In terms of checking the IHD, some customers were using it regularly to monitor their energy
usage. The following benefits of the display were cited:
• The LED electricity gauge on the IHD showing red, orange and green to indicate electricity
consumption, and using it to try and keep electricity use low and in the ‘green’
• Using the monitor to compare appliances. One customer cited using her IHD to find out
which of her heaters was cheaper to run
• Checking daily energy use and spend
• The IHD’s position in the home. One customer had located his on the wall and liked the
fact the monitor was in a place he could easily see it
• Support with budgeting – an activity which the energywise consumer profile (mainly low
income households and including prepayment customers) may be more adept at compared
to other demographics. Some customers mentioned the IHD and project in general helped
maintain discipline and avoid unnecessary energy usage.
For some families and households, the IHD was embraced by a number of users:
• Customers mentioned the IHD was a talking point when visitors came and for one this
led to praise for low electricity consumption
• Some children were actively engaged with the IHD, for example monitoring the LED
electricity gauge and trying to keep it in the ‘green’.
Amongst smart prepayment customers:
• A number reported a positive response to being able to top up online or by phone
• Having the IHD notify customers when they were low on credit, and being able to access
their balance easily from the display, were other benefits cited by this group.
Not all customers reported actively using the IHD and the challenges faced by less engaged
customers are discussed in the next section.
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Customer quotes about the smart meter and IHD

Seeing how much I was spending
amazed me. Seeing how much the
microwave and oven use, has made
me much more aware. Me and my son
[who is five] turn off all of the lights
now. We never did that before.

I enjoy so much not having to go out to
top up [my prepayment meter].
Sometimes I would run out in the middle
of the night; my husband would be away
and I’m afraid of the dark. I’m so so
happy to be able to top up online.

I like that I don’t have to watch
my [prepayment] meter; it tells
you when you’re low. Mine’s in
my living room; it’s my clock too.

Customer newsletter
A regular newsletter sent by post to customers was used to keep participants
informed of and connected to the project. With regard to both content and
format, some useful insights were collected during customer panels about
providing energy advice to this customer group:

October	
  2017

Support for people with energy supplies
Did	
  you	
  know	
  that	
  energy	
  companies	
  provide	
  special	
  
support	
  for	
  people	
  who	
  need	
  additional	
  help	
  with	
  
their	
  energy	
  supply?
What	
  is	
  it:	
  ‘Priority	
  services’	
  include	
  large	
  print	
  bills,	
  
gas	
  safety	
  checks	
  for	
  appliances,	
  special	
  controls	
  for	
  
heating	
  and	
  assistance	
  if	
  there’s	
  a	
  power	
  cut.	
  You	
  can	
  
register	
  with	
  energy	
  companies	
  to	
  receive	
  help.
Who	
  is	
  it	
  for:	
  People	
  who	
  need	
  support	
  or	
  would	
  find	
  
it	
  hard	
  to	
  cope	
  without	
  power.	
  This	
  includes	
  
pensioners	
  or	
  people	
  with	
  disabilities	
  for	
  example.	
  If	
  
you	
  know	
  someone	
  who	
  might	
  need	
  help,	
  call	
  the	
  
numbers	
  below	
  to	
  find	
  out	
  more	
  and	
  to	
  register.	
  

Al	
  (63)	
  &	
  Nadia	
  (61)
Al	
  has	
  a	
  kidney	
  
problem.	
  When	
  he	
  
started	
  dialysis	
  at	
  
home,	
  Nadia	
  registered	
  
with	
  UK	
  Power	
  
Networks.	
  This	
  meant	
  
they	
  had	
  a	
  special	
  
power	
  supply	
  in	
  a	
  
recent	
  power	
  cut.	
  

British	
  Gas	
  Priority	
  Services	
  Register	
   Call	
  0800	
  072	
  8625	
  
Or	
  textphone on 18001	
  0800	
  072	
  8626
http://www.britishgas.co.uk/Priority-‐Service-‐Register

• Customers expressed a strong appetite for tips and advice on energy,
emphasising practical examples of behaviour change and also clarifications/
reminders on how to use the IHD, eco-kettle etc
• Customers expressed a strong preference for this advice to be presented using
images and simple bullet point text. Videos were also suggested as useful by
some customers and the energywise newsletter did contain a link to an online
tutorial for using the eco-kettle and standby shutdown
• Customers enjoyed reading energy saving tips and experiences from
other participants
• Customers emphasised it was important that each newsletter contains new information
and does not only repeat what a customer already knows
• Web-based advice was not popular amongst this customer group.

UK	
  Power	
  Networks	
  Priority	
  Services	
  Register	
  
24	
  hour	
  emergency	
  helpline	
  (Including	
  power	
  cuts):
0800	
  316	
  3105	
  (freephone)	
  or	
  0333	
  323	
  2105
http://www.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/priority
For	
  power	
  cuts	
  call	
  105	
  or	
  visit:	
  www.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/powercuts

Earn	
  vouchers!	
  

We	
  will	
  be	
  running	
  our	
  quarterly	
  participant	
  panel	
  in	
  January	
  2018.	
  
We’re	
  also	
  looking	
  for	
  people	
  who’d	
  like	
  to	
  be	
  interviewed	
  about	
  their	
  
experiences	
  of	
  the	
  project	
  and	
  share	
  their	
  thoughts.	
  We’d	
  like	
  to	
  hear	
  from	
  
everyone	
  and	
  have	
  Bengali-‐speaking	
  interpreters	
  for	
  households	
  whose	
  
primary	
  language	
  is	
  Bengali.	
  	
   Even	
  if	
  you’ve	
  said	
  no	
  to	
  HomeEnergy
FreeTime we’d	
  still	
  like	
  to	
  hear	
  from	
  you.	
  
Get	
  in	
  touch	
  with	
  the	
  team	
  if	
  you’d	
  like	
  to	
  share	
  your	
  experiences	
  and	
  
opinions	
  of	
  energywise.	
   We'll	
  say	
  thank	
  you	
  with	
  Love2Shop	
  vouchers.	
  

Call	
  us	
  on	
  020	
  8709	
  9712	
  or	
  0800	
  678	
  3337	
  (free	
  phone)	
  
E:	
  energywise_enquiries@bbbc.org.uk

p2

Adapting post-installation support based on customer feedback
The customer panels, which some project participants attended regularly
to discuss their energywise experience, provided a critical feedback
mechanism to test whether communication materials and messages
resonated with and were understood by the target audience. The panels
were held at The Bromley by Bow Centre in East London – an accessible
and trusted location where participants knew they could speak freely.
This open dialogue helped to identify improvements to post-installation
support approaches and materials. An example is changing the newsletter
to include more tips on using the energy efficiency products.
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The best thing about it [the
project] is the panel; I really
like going to that.

energywise

Dedicated customer field officer team to provide ongoing support
Having a named and known team to support customers throughout the energywise project
has been central to maintaining engagement in the project. Between May 2016 and May
2017 no customer made an active choice to leave energywise compared to the initial phase
of the project. For customers who had queries or concerns, the CFO team was available
during working hours either through a free phone line or by dropping in to The Bromley by
Bow Centre (which is well known for its open-door policy). This local and trusted point-ofcontact has worked well and the centre is also ideally-placed to continue offering support
to customers where needed after the project.

What was challenging: Issues experienced
during installation
Using the IHD
The following findings about using the IHD are anecdotal only and are taken from customer
feedback during interactions such as customer panels. It is important to stress that feedback
was not collected from all participants and these findings cannot be viewed as representative
of the entire customer group. However, based on this feedback, some customers reported
that they do not use the IHD. These could be split into two types: a.) customers who had
no interest in using the display, and b.) customers who were keen to make better use of it
but were unsure how.

Customers with no interest in using the IHD
A handful of customers reported having no interest in actively using the IHD. Reasons for
this included:
• Accessing meters in flats also presented issues. Some properties had locked meter rooms
or the meters were behind locked cages (‘Gerders’) which required the caretaker/landlord
• Having set up a direct debit, and so seeing no incentive to use the IHD to monitor or
reduce energy usage
• Using the IHD initially but then information becoming predicable and so turning the
device off. In some cases, this was to avoid perceived energy wastage from having it
plugged in
• Finding the lights on the display distracting and too bright.
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Customers confused about the IHD
A larger number of customers viewed the IHD as a benefit, but were unsure how to use it
or make the most of it. This sometimes correlated with the customer reporting not receiving
a demonstration at point of install. Misunderstandings and uncertainty were observed around:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The difference between the smart meter and IHD
The difference between ‘budget’ and ‘usage’ on the IHD
What information on the IHD related to gas and what information related to electricity
Customers hesitant to move, touch or turn off the IHD for fear of ‘messing things up’. This
concern translated into some customers not using the IHD and related to a lack of confidence
in managing energy and technology in the home
Navigating to different screens on the IHD. Some customers reported only looking at the
first screen (balance for prepay and usage for credit customers)
How to access emergency credit through the IHD (for prepay customers)
If changing internet supplier would impact on the IHD
The IHD turning off at night.

I looked at it [the IHD] and thought I
haven’t got a clue what this means –
my bills are calculated monthly, so I
haven’t got any incentive to use it.

I used to monitor it [the
IHD] regularly, for about
6-8 months, but then
you see the same figures
every day. Then I thought
I’m wasting energy
having this thing
switched on so I’ve
stopped using it.

I want to know practical things
I can do. I’m not a big reader,
I’d love someone to show me
what to do.

I’ve never switched it off but
if I touch it, it goes blank – for
about 30 seconds and then
comes back on. I get nervous
and think what have I done
wrong.

I’m bad at saving energy and
always wonder how much I use,
but I feel like I’m not getting the
most out of it –it’s a bit
confusing to me.

It is important to note that these concerns, when expressed by customers, were generally
low level and did not mean that the customers rejected the project or meter installation as
a whole. Instead, customers showed an interest in learning more in order to maximise
benefit from the IHD. Video tutorials were suggested by some customers as being helpful
for teaching them how to navigate and use each screen on the IHD. One customer newsletter
did include a link to an online British Gas tutorial although the project did not utilise videos
widely and this medium may not be suitable for all customers (e.g. online videos for the
digitally disengaged).
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IHD difficulties
The following findings are anecdotal only and are taken from customer feedback during
interactions such as customer panels. It is important to stress that feedback was not collected
from all participants and these findings cannot be viewed as representative of the entire
customer group. Some customers reported difficulties with their IHD, in particular prepayment
customers. These were mainly related to:
• Topping up. Some prepayment customers reported that on certain occasions their credit
was not displayed correctly on the IHD, or that they had to manually enter a code to top
up. Although prepayment customers are shown at the installation appointment how to
manually input vend codes, some customers were unsure of this process or found it
challenging
• Communication issues between the IHD and smart meter. Some customers reported that
their IHD tends to lose connection to the smart meter, the gas meter in particular
• IHD beeping. Some customers reported continued beeping from the IHD, but were unable
to identify a reason for it.
These difficulties were raised with British Gas who worked collaboratively with the project
partners to resolve customer concerns and revisit understanding of the smart meter vend
processes amongst prepayment customers. It is interesting to note that smart meter issues
reported at customer panels (e.g. top-up concerns) were not always raised with British Gas
by the customer directly. British Gas were keen to ensure equipment was working well for
customers and sought to rectify issues as soon as they were brought to their attention.

Learnings for roll-out
The following learnings pertain to step three in the smart meter journey: using and benefitting
from the smart meter.

Electricity consumption and savings
• energywise customers achieved electricity savings of 3.3% which shows the potential
for this lower income demographic to save similar amounts of electricity proportionate
to their average annual electricity consumption to other demographic segments in society
when presented with a smart meter and IHD and given support on using these
• The average annual consumption of energywise participants was considerably lower than
observed amongst more affluent customer groups in previous research trials (such as Low
Carbon London and Customer Led Network Revolution). This confirms that household
income appears to impact on electricity consumption.
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Using and benefiting from the IHD
• Customer response to the smart meter and IHD was observed to be largely positive and
a number of customers make ongoing and active use of the IHD to monitor energy use.
In some cases, this leads to increased energy literacy, higher levels of energy salience
and some behaviour change to reduce energy consumption
• Some low income and vulnerable consumers may be keen to benefit from the IHD but
may be confused how to make best use of it and may be fearful of ‘messing things up’.
The following may help these customers to achieve meaningful energy savings:
- Help to set up the IHD
- A comprehensive demonstration at point of install on how to use the IHD
- Follow-up support on using the IHD, potentially face-to-face or using video.
• It is fundamental that information about using the IHD is shared amongst all household
members in order to maximise benefit. Suppliers should encourage the household member
present at install to disseminate knowledge and learnings.

Smart prepayment
• It is very important for prepayment customers to receive a comprehensive explanation
and demonstration at point of install about the top-up options available to them via smart
prepay. In particular, how to top-up manually using a code if remote (online or phone)
top-ups do not communicate with the meter and IHD
• Prepayment customers should be shown during the installer’s demonstration how to
access emergency credit through the IHD or smart meter.

Customer engagement on energy efficiency
• Some energywise customers feel electricity is an area that can be economised and have
some tolerance for spending time and effort to understand how a smart meter and IHD
can help them to save energy and money. Nonetheless, there continues to be some
confusion about managing electricity in the home
• In addition to written information, face-to-face advice and demonstrations may help to
support energy efficient behaviour amongst a low income demographic. These communication
channels were appreciated by energywise customers; some of whom also suggested
videos would be helpful (although this medium was not in general used by the project
and may not be suitable for all).

Customer feedback
• Suppliers should consult with customers on their post-installation smart meter experience
using methods such as focus groups and telephone surveys. This post-installation
engagement will help pick up any issues (including technical ones) that customers have
not proactively reported to suppliers
• Learnings based on customer feedback should be used to improve installation-phase and
post-installation support approaches and materials for future smart meter installations.
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Next steps for energywise

3

The energywise project runs until the end of September 2018. Up to the end of March 2018
participants are enrolled in a one year time of use tariff trial. This trial is testing the extent
to which a low income customer group can use their smart metering technology to respond
to a price or reward signal and shift their energy consumption away from peak demand
periods. This may benefit the electricity network by deferring or avoiding network reinforcement.
Such tariffs are also an important part of the smart grid and energy revolution made possible
by the smart meter roll-out.
The time of use tariffs provided to energywise customers are non-punitive. That is, the
customer is not disadvantaged financially if they do not respond to the price or reward signal
and therefore do not adapt their energy use accordingly. There are two tariffs, tailored to
meter type:

Smart credit customers are enrolled in a
HomeEnergy FreeTime tariff, which offers
free electricity from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm on
either a Saturday or Sunday (the customer can
choose). This customer group is encouraged by
the project to shift their electricity use into these
free energy periods.

Smart prepayment customers are enrolled
in a Critical Peak Rebate time of use tariff46
which reimburses a customer the cost of 10
units of electricity for every 1 unit of electricity
saved during specific ‘Bonus Time periods’.
Customers are notified of these periods by text
the day before and bonus credits earned during
the windows are then applied to the meter (in
pounds and pence). This customer group is
encouraged to shift their electricity use away
from these ‘Bonus Time periods’.

Currently, around 300 customers are enrolled in these time of use tariffs and the project will
provide invaluable insights on the potential of a lower income demographic to benefit from
Demand Side Response opportunities and contribute to peak demand reduction. Results
from the trial will become available in mid-2018.

For the purposes of clarity and understanding, this report refers to a critical peak rebate tariff as a time of use tariff. It is
important to note however that critical peak pricing is a Demand Side Response offer that provides a rebate for demand
reduction during certain hours on ‘event’ days. This differs to a time of use tariff which specifies customers pay a different
unit rate for their energy depending on the day and time of day.

46
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More information and background
to this report

4

Insights and learnings contained in this report are based on the following data collection
and analysis carried out by project partners:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telephone interviews with 55 project participants
Seven customer panels
Two partner workshops
Three energy research surveys with customers
159 notes of conversations with customers
Non-participation survey with customers, which captures reasons why customers leave
the project
• Analysis of recruitment, installation and post-installation data and materials
• Quantitative analysis and network modelling of electricity data using daily and half hourly
meter readings.
Further information on recruitment and installation is contained in:
SDR9.4 Customer Engagement
Further information on energy saving is contained in:
Final Energy Saving Trial Report
All public project documentation is available on the energywise website:
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/
Energywise/
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